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INV ITED
P A P E R

Evolution of Optical
Networking Toward Rich
Digital Media Services
Optical networking, burst switching to handle diverse and dynamic traffic,

and media applications such as scientific visualization and consumer-driven

media flows are discussed in this paper.

By Admela Jukan and Joe Mambretti

ABSTRACT | This paper discusses the evolution of optical

networks from foundational data transport utilities and infra-

structure to true enablers of next-generation services and

facilities, specifically diverse rich digital media services, which

are being produced, processed, and consumed by an increas-

ingly sophisticated variety of end users. This evolution has

been enabled by several major recent advances in optical net-

working, including the deployment of high-speed optical con-

nections from core networks to enterprise and residential

users; the dramatic increase in optical signal speed and reach;

and the improvement in control and management planes to

support increasingly diverse types of traffic and services. We

describe two distinctive areas of broad impact of optical

network technologies related to rich media services: high-

resolution scientific visualization and high-quality, real-time

consumer-driven media production and distribution. Finally,

we discuss key trends that may develop next as optical

networks further evolve shaped by both rich digital media

service requirement and technology innovation.

KEYWORDS | Computer network management; digital multi-

media broadcasting; optical fiber communication; optical

interconnections; scientific computing; streaming media

I . INTRODUCTION

For many years, bandwidth-intensive applications, includ-

ing rich digital media services, have evolved in concert

with their supporting delivery platforms and underlying

communication infrastructures. Driver applications and

support technologies have challenged and enabled each

other in an unprecedented progression. Along the way,
there has been a distinct synergy between the require-

ments of rich digital media and next-generation optical

networks, architecture, services, and technology. Today,

multimedia content has not only become the main

component of the overall traffic, which is expected to

continue doubling every 12–18 months [1], [2], but is

also requiring the network to be highly adaptive to meet

the widely fluctuating bandwidth demands of such
applications.

Four major characteristics have driven the advance-

ment of optical networks, which have been increasingly

deployed by communication service providers worldwide:

1) large and flexible capacity: a range of choices between

40 and 100 Gb/s channels and a very large number of

smaller sized channels, enabled by the advances in optical

transmission technologies, including variable channel
spacing and new modulation schemes (optical phase in

addition to its amplitude and code); 2) reach: opportunity

to transmit channels all-optically for several thousands

kilometers, with fewer amplifiers and regenerators;

3) framing options: support of multiple framing options

ranging from packet streaming to specialized bursting to

end-to-end circuits; and 4) programmability and reconfigur-
ability: infrastructure that is highly software and hardware
programmable, with a broad portfolio of network control

and management options, enabling dynamic channel setup

and infrastructure virtualization.
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While optical networks continued to progress, infor-
mation sent over the Internet has shifted from traditional

data services (e.g., e-mail, Web pages) to multimedia con-

tent, based on complex media content creation, transport,

and consumption paradigms. For instance, the demand for

high-definition (HD) multimedia content and 3-D media

delivery technologies, requiring gigabit per second pro-

cessing and transmission speeds, is evolving from those

applications used by a few specialized entertainment in-
dustries toward a consumer-level BHD service[ accessible

to individuals in multiple public and private sectors. With

major increases in end-device compute power, which are

enabling the production and consumption of media on

virtually any smart device, everybody has become empow-

ered to be a producer and/or consumer of rich media. The

trend towards democratization of media production and

consumption has emerged especially through the com-
bination of powerful end devices and cloud computing

services.

To analyze the achievements to date related to media

and optical networks and suggest what may appear next, in

this paper, we will look at the evolution of optical net-

working toward rich digital media services from both

application and technology perspectives. To this end, we

will first present general requirement considerations for
digital media services and implications for network ar-

chitecture and technology. Here, we will set the stage for

a more detailed consideration of these and other

requirements for digital media services, and implications

for optical-centric network architecture and technology,

which we will present in the sections that follow. Then,

we will shift our focus to two specific areas of interest:

high-resolution scientific visualization and high-quality,
real-time consumer-driven media production and distri-

bution. These two focus areas are chosen not only because

of the level of broad impact they have had in this

evolution, but also because they have special require-

ments that are not well matched by today’s networks

based on the traditional operation system interface (OSI)

model [3]. We will conclude the paper with a brief review
of open issues, challenges, and our vision for future

progress.

II . GENERAL REQUIREMENT
CONSIDERATIONS FOR DIGITAL
MEDIA SERVICES AND IMPLICATIONS
FOR NETWORK ARCHITECTURE
AND TECHNOLOGY

In digital media applications, high quality refers to multiple

measurable parameters, including frame rate, pixel resolu-

tion, a wide range of colors, and other quantifiable charac-

teristics that provide for a user experience far superior to
what is possible with common broadcast technologies

today [4]. Table 1 shows some of these parameters along

with resulting data rates required. In addition to three

high-quality digital media services, i.e., 3-D HDTV, digital

cinema and ultrahigh-definition video (UHD), for com-

parison, Table 1 also shows the standard values for HDTV

available in today’s broadcast systems. As indicated, the

frame rate (in frames per second) and color (in bits per
pixel) increase with the quality of the digital media service,

with the overall better resulting portrayal of motion, as

well as representation of red, green, and blue colors with a

larger number of bits [5], [6]. The digital cinema and HD

remote visualization services are denoted as 2 k, 4 k, and

3-D 4 k; for instance, 4 k corresponds to approximately

4000 pixels horizontal and 2000 vertical, whereas 3-D 4 k

has twice the number of pixels, etc.; an even higher
resolution format called 8 k is being developed today. All

data shown have been calculated for a single-view and

multiview video (MVV) transmission, where the latter

incorporates multiple videochannels into a single data

stream. Finally, we show the data rates for compressed and

uncompressed videos, where the compression ratio was

assumed 20 : 1 with a JPEG2000 codec.

As shown in Table 1, the resulting data rates are orders
of magnitude higher than those used in HD video

Table 1 Multiple Measurable Parameters and Bandwidth Requirements of HDTV and High-Quality, Rich Digital Media. 1[84], 2[85], 3[86], 4[87], 5[88]
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transport, especially for MVV applications. To this end,
various compression techniques have been proposed. Of

note is the H.264/MPEG-4 AVC standards family, which

has been shown to provide an excellent performance in

compressing 2-D/3-D images and MVV video steams [7];

the latter is also known as multiview video coding (MVC),

which can significantly reduce the bandwidth requirement

for HD MVV streaming. Despite the effectiveness of the

compression techniques, video compression may lead to
several issues related to either the audience satisfaction or

network transmission. First, compression techniques

remove pixels from an HD image in order to reduce the

image size, which reduces the resolution, and may decrease

the user perception of quality of experience (QoE) as a

consequence. Second, from the network perspective, as the

compression techniques may eliminate the redundancy of

the video streams, the inherent resilience to losses also
decreases from a transmission viewpoint [8]. On the other

hand, significant compression gain can be obtained in MVV

by eliminating the overlapping between different views

based on inter-view prediction. However, this requires an

inter-view dependency, where even a small error in one

view stream may cause larger video distortions after

decompression.

Currently, single-view HDTV services are being de-
livered across multiple network technologies and archi-

tectures, including the traditional Internet Protocol (IP)

packet networks, connection-oriented networks (SONET),

and content distribution networks (CDNs). However,

none of them will be able to efficiently meet the bandwidth

and other service level requirements of high-quality digital

media services.

Traditional IP networks were designed to support the
transit of discrete small packets of information in an end-

to-end, host-based configuration. While relying on several

basic transport protocols (e.g., UDP, TCP), IP network are

best effort and Bnonguaranteed[ [9]. Many potential solu-

tions have been suggested to address this issue, ranging

from specialized alternative transport protocols (e.g., Fast

TCP, Grid TCP) [10], [11], to traffic differentiation methods

(e.g., DiffServ) to, most promising, connection-oriented
approaches (e.g., MPLS). However, in connection-

oriented networks, there is a challenge in designing ser-

vices for digital media distribution, since classic methods of

load balancing do not work well for rich media services.

This is because one large flow in the network, such as

6–7 Gb/s for uncompressed UHD signals [12], cannot be

load balanced based on the traditional principle of shared

link capacities. In addition, traditional network circuit-
switched layers cannot provide the level of dynamic capa-

city required by digital media services either. Primarily

designed for analog telephone applications, traditional

SONET and WDM circuits are inadequate in supporting

bursty data traffic without overprovisioning, thus making

the use of bandwidth for digital media services inefficient

with regard to resource utilization [13].

Finally, in order to efficiently deliver static multimedia
content, network and content providers currently use

widespread content-delivery networks (CDNs), which

have the inherent ability to cache multimedia content

near the network edge, and then deliver this content on

demand. CDNs represent a potentially important tech-

nique for delivering SHD and UHD multimedia [14].

Presently, these services rely on a set of geographically

distributed proxies/gateways connected over the Internet.
Streaming media are cached in the dedicated proxy

servers, which are statically deployed beforehand. These

proxies are currently connected with an overlay IP net-

work. The closest proxy server is then used for streaming

video, instead of the original source. For multicast ser-

vices, these servers presently use Internet multicasting to

distribute media to their immediate group of users. This

type of multicasting is highly scalable because an arbi-
trarily large number of users can efficiently share a single

channel. However, as it is implemented by IP, it cannot

efficiently or easily support the needs of high-capacity

users with stringent QoS requirements [15]. Therefore,

there is an emerging need for a more scalable solution that

does not only rely on Internet multicast.

Optical networks, while not as flexible as IP especially

for low-bandwidth content, are more cost efficient at de-
livering high-bandwidth content with QoS guarantees.

Due to their capability to support a variety of available

transmission formats, switching technologies and spec-

trum management options (e.g., OTDM, WDM, OPS),

optical networks are becoming common practice for high-

definition video conferencing, high-performance com-

puting as well as high-definition entertainment content

distribution, scientific visualization, live broadcast, etc.
(Fig. 1) [16]–[18]. Optical networks can satisfy several

other challenging design and operational requirements

such as the dynamic allocation of network resources,

multicasting, effective integration of multiple layers

(physical, Ethernet, Internet), and new mechanisms for

network management and control. The widely fluctuating

demands of rich digital media applications can be enabled

by the deployment of dynamic Ethernet services over
optical networks (typically from 1 Gb/s and up to a current

maximum of 100 Gb/s), or large lambda services (from a

minimum of 10 Gb/s and beyond 1 Tb/s). Much progress

has been made over the last few years in transitioning

Ethernet from a local area network (LAN) technology to an

enabler of high-quality services in metro and core net-

works, and further progress in this area is expected with the

completion of the IEEE 100 GE standard.

III . RECENT ADVANCES IN
OPTICAL NETWORKING

Three major recent advances in optical networks have

marked a new frontier for rich digital media services. First,

the demand for high-speed optical network connections is
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extending from core networks to enterprise and residential

users, transforming the traditional access network segment

and creating two new distinctive market and technology

trends, i.e., cellular backhaul and private access. Second,

optical technologies evolved both in speed and reach, with

100 s of gigabit per second transmission speed per wave-

length, and thousands of kilometers of optical signal trans-

mission without regeneration, with flexible spectrum
allocation and fiber sharing in the time and frequency

domains. Finally, traditional control and management

planes for optical networks are also evolving to meet the

requirements of increasingly diverse types of traffic,

services, and communities while using sharedVnot

separateVinfrastructure, traditional control, and manage-

ment planes for optical networks are also evolving to meet

the needs of new requirements. We will address these
three trends in more detail in the following sections.

A. Optical System Proliferation in Various
Network Segments

Fig. 2 illustrates the influx of optical networking in the

traditional segments of telecommunication networks, i.e.,

access, metro, and core.

The most prominent fiber-to-the-X access network

technology (X¼ home, building, etc.) is the passive optical

network (PON), which encompasses a number of its

variants, including long-reach PONs and a combination of

various PON architectures referred to as hybrid PONs [19],

[20]. The efficient sharing of fiber capacity by a large

number of residential users is achieved by the deployment

of unpowered optical splitters (hence the name Bpassive[).
The unpowered operation is critical to the evolution of

access network segments where installing fiber optic infra-

structure is a dominant cost factor. While 10-G PONs have

been standardized [21], [22], transmission bit rates as large

as 100 Gb/s per wavelength can be achieved, over the dis-

tance of 100 km between the central office and homes [19].

Cellular backhaul, which facilitates the transmission

between cellular network base stations and their switching
center, is today also migrating to fiber-based solutions

[23]. The traditional copper-based, low-bandwidth solu-

tions known as T1/E1 offer capacity of only 2 Mb/s and

have a cost structure that increases linearly with capacity,

which clearly does not economically scale with increasing

number of users, base stations, and mobile network video

services [24], [25].

Fig. 1. Example digital media applications supported by a variety of optical networks.
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Finally, private access is a new paradigm in the net-
work access segment where the fiber connection, typically

at gigabit per second of speed, is exclusively used by and

privately dedicated to a specific user (not shared), e.g., a

user who requires a large-scale media stream, such as

science labs and large data centers. This concept describes

a major growing trend, a transition from the one-size-fits-

all network architecture, to one that must increasingly

take into consideration diverse types of traffic and service
requirements. While the private access connection para-

digm has evolved from and is fostered by eScience

applications and experimental network trials [26]–[29],

it is broadly accepted that cloud computing, data center

interconnection, distributed computing, and visualization

in finance, health, and government sectors will soon

deploy these types of access networks architectures [30],

[32], [33].
Also shown in Fig. 2 are the metro and core network

segments. The metro segment has been traditionally de-

signed to meet requirements for flexible traffic aggregation

on the one side (access), and high bandwidth on the other

(core). However, metro and core networks continue to

converge and blend in terms of both architecture and op-

tical system design, the topic discussed next.

B. Advances in Optical Network System Design
Fig. 3 illustrates a typical optical transmission and

switching system, and emphasizes a few recent and note-
worthy advances. In an optical transmission system, multi-

ple wavelengths are multiplexed into a single fiber, which

is referred to as wavelength division multiplexing (WDM)

transmission, where all-optical amplifiers are used to com-

pensate for power losses in a long-haul transmission. Fig. 3

also illustrates other important components of the sys-

tem, including optical switches, reconfigurable optical

add–drop multiplexer (ROADM), as well as optical re-
ceiver, transmitter, multiplexers/demultiplexers (MUXs/

DMUXs), and wavelength-selective switches (WSS). Each

of the subcomponents has technologically advanced to

support multiple electronic layers, large capacity per chan-

nel, flexible wavelength (frequency) allocation, and fast

optical switching and hardware processing. The Internet

packets, Ethernet frames, SONET/SDH, OTN containers,

etc., can all be modulated onto a wavelength today, and
transmitted over the same fiber.

Especially remarkable has been the recent offering of

Ethernet technologies as a service on optical-centric net-

works. Even as traditional SDH/SONET is being improved

through advanced framing schemes, it is being increasingly

replaced in many areas by Ethernet solutions, which are

designed to make direct use of WDM optical networks.

These major trends are expected to continue for the fore-
seeable future, when the implementation of 100-Gb/s

Ethernet is expected to bring about high levels of pa-

rallelism for digital media application processing. The pa-

rallelism allows a single user to access the network via

multiple parallel wavelengths, or by inverse multiplexing

of single-user digital media frames. Enabling parallelism is

a paradigm shifting capability for digital media services,

because there are physical limitations of serial transmis-
sion in bit rates per lambda, and the use of parallel ports,

transmission channels and resources with multilambda/

fiber network interfaces can be applied to improve the

total performance [34]. Parallel optical interfaces are not

only embodied in the Ethernet standards, but are also

driving the evolution of optical networking toward

parallelism at terabit scale [30]. Another attraction of

100-Gb/s transmission for digital media services is the
fact that it is coherent, which gives the power to

compensate for large amounts of dispersion as well as

Fig. 2. Fiber optic service proliferation in traditional telecommunication network segments, and beyond.
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having a much better optical signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)

performance.

In the ongoing quest for large amounts of transmission

and switching capacity, flexible grids play the key role. In a

flexible grid, as opposed to the fixed one (as defined by
ITU-T), high data rate channels can coexist with low data

rate channels in optical spectrum [31]. For instance, while

10-Gb/s channels require 50-GHz spacing, 100- and

400-Gb/s channels can be allocated with 75- and 150-GHz

spacing, respectively, etc. Also of note are advances in

hardware programmability, fast processing, advanced

coding, and modulation techniques. Field-programmable

gate array (FPGA) technologies for optical transmitters
and receivers have advanced, being able to produce line

rates at 100-Gb/s speeds, thus enabling a true real-time

digital signal processing [35], [36]. Fast reconfigurable

ROADMs have been reported with integrated optical label

readers and channel selectors [37], [38]. The concept of

flexible add–drop bandwidth has been also used in

ROADMs and wavelength selective switches with liquid-

crystal-on-silicon (LCOS) technologies [39], [40]. New
ROADMs making use of LCOS arrays can give very fine

spectral resolution (1 GHz) and allow a wide range of add–

drop spectral shapes, which is especially beneficial for

UHD media services. Numerous results from field trials

and experiments have been reported, such as in [41],

with a ten-channel WDM transmission system with PDM

16-quadrature amplitude modulation (16-QAM) and

224 Gb/s per channel, over 2000 km of fiber.

C. Enhanced Control Planes, Dynamic Provisioning,
Automation, and Programmability

Today, multiple architectural design trends are shaping

the structure and function of next-generation control and

management planes. Several of these major trends are

listed here.

Unified Versus Multiple Control Planes: Traditionally,

each network layer has had its own separate control and

management plane. More recently, several standards orga-

nizations, including the Internet Engineering Task Force

(IETF), have been examining the potential to provide ar-

chitecture for a single unified control and management

plane that could address the needs of any layer. The capa-
bility to manage traffic flows that may traverse multiple

different layers (Internet, optical) at various times in an

end-to-end path is especially important for high-resolution

digital media. Providing options for keeping digital media

flows within optical domains for as long as possible

enhances efficiency and helps ensure high quality.

Enhanced and IP-Based Control and Management Planes:
There are many activities directed at enhancing control

and management plane functionality to enable more de-

grees of dynamic control over optical paths [42]. Two

major control plane standards have already reached com-

mercial maturity: Automatically Switched Optical Net-

works (ASON) standardized in ITU-T, and Generalized

Multi-Protocol Label Switching (GMPLS) developed by

Fig. 3. Advances in optical transmission and switching system design.
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the IETF. GMPLS has gained popularity in the past years.
With the Internet-specific extensions (GMPLS-TE [43]),

the use of GMPLS-based is not only confined to the optical

layers, but it extends to the packet switching networks.

Also, of note is a novel management plane paradigm under

the umbrella of Multi-Technology Operation System

Interface (MTOSI), as standardized by the Telemanage-

ment Forum (TMF) [44]. MTOSI is expected to facilitate

the interaction between vendor-specific network manage-
ment systems, which is a critical feature in today’s systems.

Dynamic Versus Static Provisioning: Traditionally, the

majority of optical paths have been designed and imple-

mented as static components within a static infrastructure.

Today, however, major providers of optical switching

equipment provide an ability to dynamically establish

optical paths between switches at time scales that are on
the order of hundreds of milliseconds. These capabilities

are being further enhanced to allow for increasingly

granulated optical component control and management.

Such innovative capabilities are already being implemen-

ted in advanced communications exchange facilities [45].

Decentralization Through Edge Subsystems and Signaling:
As networks expand in the number of services provided,
service attributes, location served, and edge devices ac-

cessed, it is necessary to remove bottlenecks forced by the

reliance on centralized processes to determine dynamic

changes related to standard adjustments, enhancements,

and responses to fault conditions. By providing options for

decentralized control and management, new architectures

are enabling edge systems to directly adjust their network

resources through specialized signaling. These decentra-
lized capabilities can be accessed through policy-based

processes by independent organizations, individuals, and

even applications. Various third party control and man-

agement subsystems have been proposed, most notably the

path computation element (PCE) framework, and latest

extensions further enhance the path computation and

setup functions in core networks [46]. Another example is

a monitoring framework called perfSONAR, which can be
used for network performance monitoring in multiple

layers [47].

Network Programmability: One of the major areas of

network innovation over the last decade has been the de-

sign and development of capabilities for programming

networks, including the dynamic provisioning of lightpaths

and virtualization [48], [49]. It has been demonstrated that
such programmability can extend to enabling dynamic pro-

visioning for optical multicasting, including to support

high-quality, large-volume digital media [50]. Some of the

early work in this area was derived from Grid networking

activities, which enabled these distributed computing en-

vironments to utilize networks as Bfirst class[ resources

directly programmable as opposed to external resources

that could not be managed [51]. As networks become prog-
rammable environments managed by multiple parties, it

has also become important to develop common, standar-

dized methods for describing individual programmable

network resources, especially to enable the design of pro-

cesses based on web services, which in turn can enable the

virtualization of network services and infrastructure [52].

Automation with Analytics: To enhance dynamic provi-
sioning, configuration, fault detection, and response in

complex multiservice networks, a combination of manual

programmability and automation of many common func-

tions is critical. Both the manual programmability and au-

tomation can be combined with sophisticated analytics, so

that many elements in the network, both resources and

traffic behaviors, can be continually monitored and ana-

lyzed. Any types of special conditions can be detected and
responses can be provided depending on requirements.

Some of these types of techniques are emerging, such as

the OpenFlow framework, which is based, in part, on the

concept of extending flow tables to servers external to

switches, allowing individual flow monitoring, and provid-

ing mechanisms for responding to specific types of flow

behaviors [53].

IV. HIGH-RESOLUTION VISUALIZATION
IN SCIENCE

Data-intensive science applications tend to be significant

drivers of technology innovation because they experience

technical barriers many years before such limitations are

experienced by other communities. Consequently, the

technology solutions used by such applications provide a
window through which it is possible to predict future

service and technology requirements. At this time, many

computational science communities have already designed

Bscience data networks[ that are optimized for optical

transport. Among the most important discovery tools used

by data-intensive science are innovative techniques for

viewing large volumes of data. Scientific visualization re-

quires the rendering and transport of large-volume, high-
quality digital media among multiple sites, including 3-D

digital media, UHD digital media, augmented reality envi-

ronments, and photo realistic virtual reality. In this sec-

tion, we examine high-resolution data-intensive scientific

visualization, which is a type of rich digital media

application.

In general, media are prepared and transmitted prima-

rily to provide a passive viewing experience. However, in-
creasingly digital media environments are being created to

allow for immersive, photorealistic, interactive experi-

ences, such as 3-D environments. These environments al-

low direct interactivity with digital media objects

including direct manipulation, sometimes incorporating

physical feedback using haptic techniques. These types of

environments require continuous high-speed signaling to
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and from the digital media environment as well as rapid
continuous changes in the environments. Such applica-

tions enable virtual worlds to be displayed and directly

experienced within specialized spaces. For these types of

media applications bidirectional high performance, net-

work designers must give consideration to many more

issues that are common with traditional source destination

stream management requirements. For example, consid-

erations may include those related to general workflow
management, accessing multiple large remote data repos-

itories, selecting data, merging data, transporting the

resulting composite information to a rendering site, and

interactively visualizing the results.

For large-scale, high-resolution images, the end site

may require a Bgraphics card[ that comprises a large-scale

computer cluster. Extremely high-resolution images today

cannot be displayed on any single display device because
none provide a capability for streaming the large number

of bits (pixels) required. Consequently, tiled displays are

used, composed of individual high-resolution screens, each

capable of displaying extremely large numbers of bits. For

ultrahigh-resolution scientific images, the network re-

quirements for such displays can far exceed the capacity of

metro core networks. Furthermore, these environments

require more than mere arrays of displays; they must ena-
ble viewers to interact with digital media objects, as if they

existed in physical reality. For instance, groups of

scientists may be examining, and interacting with, the

same 3-D protein molecular structure from multiple sites

on several continents. In addition, they must also be

integrated with extremely large data sets, which must be

transported as part of scientific workflows. Early experi-

ments with large-scale data transport over optical networks
demonstrated the utility of large-scale dynamic lightpath

providing for multiple data-intensive applications [48],

[54], [55].

A. Designing the Network for Scientific Visualization
Designing networks for scientific visualization requires

consideration of multiple components, processes, and tim-

ing among processes. For these types of high-capacity
networks, the data plane is separated from the control

plane. The control plane comprises multiple processes,

which at the highest level can be based on web services. A

high-level edge process is a method of signaling into the

network to request resources. Such signaling, which can be

initiated directly by applications and instruments, is

managed by policy-based access and authorization proce-

dures. Within the network, various types of processes are
used to provide for the interactivity between and among

request processes and resource discovery and utilization

processes, which determine what resources are available at

what times, and how they can be allocated. These pro-

cesses include those related to optical channel routing,

topology and device discovery, path selection, maintaining

databases of physical links, creating new paths, optimizing

path selections, providing for traffic engineering, imple-
menting constraint-based routing when required, support-

ing interworking, and implementing protection and

restoration tools. In other words, these types of processes

require much more state information than is common in

traditional static networks, as well as more interprocess

communication and messaging.

Given these types of processes for dynamic provision-

ing, one of the key issues is the relative timings among
individual processes. Illustration in Fig. 4 provides a rela-

tive description of such timings, which are derived from

testing on a large-scale metro area network research

testbed with 24 individually addressable 10-Gb/s lightpaths

using an experimental control plane, integrated with

GMPLS. None of the processes are optimized. The time

can be significantly reduced. The issue here is not the

actual process times but the times relative to all the pro-
cesses. The timings are in seconds and describe a 20-GB

file transfer using FTP. The path allocation request is al-

most instantaneous (0.0023% of the process). The control

plane processing is 0.0167% of the process. The path ID is

returned quickly (0.0023%). The longest relative timing

period related to provisioning is the network reconfigura-

tion (0.116%). The FTP setup time (0.00065%), path

Fig. 4. Path setup times.
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deallocation (0.001395%), and final control plane pro-
cesses are minimal (0.051%).

In sum, when designing and operating a dynamic opti-

cal network for scientific visualization applications, a set of

system management processes is required to provide for

locating devices, implementing configurations, communi-

cating management instructions, initiating and stopping

various modules, providing for resource balancing, adjust-

ing interfaces, and other functions. In addition, there are
other processes that directly monitor and adjust physical

components. More detailed descriptions on the emerging

requirements and tools for networks interconnecting su-

percomputing centers, and scientific labs can be found in

series of formal reports developed by federal agencies

[26]–[28].

B. Experimentation With Rich Digital Media
in HPDMnet

Over the last few years, a number of large-scale (global)

distributed environments have been designed and im-

plemented as platforms to support next-generation digital

media, especially large-scale scientific visualization, 3-D

displays, and UHD digital media. One of the first such

large-scale, distributed environments based on dynamical-

ly provisioned lightpaths, which was designed for data-
intensive science and visualization, was the OptIPuter, a

national fabric with international extensions based on the

international Global Lamda Integrated Facility (GLIF)

[29], [57], [58]. A more recent example is the High-

Performance Digital Media Network (HPDMnet), a global

distributed experimental dynamically provisioned Layer1/

Layer2 (L1/L2) end-to-end network spanning four con-

tinents that can support extremely high-resolution scien-
tific visualization, medical imaging, virtual spaces, stereo

3-D movies and 4 k and 8 k streams [59]. The HPDMnet

initiative comprises three areas of activity, one related to

content, one to services and intelligent middleware, and

one to an underlying network research testbed.

A typical HPDMnet infrastructure topology, based on

the GLIF, is shown in Fig. 5. Note that the GLIF has not

been designed as a network, but as a large-scale distributed
facility within which it is possible to create multiple

specialized networks with individual specialized charac-

teristics. To this end, the GLIF is based on international

open communications exchanges, such as the StarLight

international/national communications exchange in

Chicago, IL, that enables peering at all network layers,

not merely traditional L3 peering, which has become

common at almost all network exchanges today. StarLight
provides support for multiple advanced distributed

facilities, including the National Science Foundation

(NSF)-funded TransLight [56], [60]. In the HPDMnet

cloud, multiple techniques exist or a under investigation

for digital media transport, using L1/L2 paths, including

direct live streaming end-to-end, network caching, edge

caching, file transfer end to end, media fusion, and opti-

cal multicasting. We will here present a couple of such
HPDMnet experiments, one related to optical multicast-

ing and the other to end-system design.

In the HPDMnet cloud, optical multicasting has been

demonstrated, and has proven to be a particularly efficient

technique for large-scale digital media streams. Fig. 6

shows one of the first HPDMNet optical multicasting de-

monstrations that was staged a few years ago for an inter-

national supercomputer conference in Tampa, FL. At each
of three sites, i.e., at the conference in Tampa, at Louisiana

State University in Baton Rouge, and at Masaryk Univer-

sity in Brno, Czech Republic, a 750-Mp/s stream of high-

quality, high-resolution digital media was sent using the

StarLight international/national communications ex-

change on an L1/l2 path to the NetherLight exchange in

Amsterdam, The Netherlands. For optical multicast, two

techniques can be used. One uses optical frame duplica-
tion, within optical networking core equipment, enabling

wavelength path (lighpath)-based streams to be sent to

remote locations to be duplicated and redistributed.

Another technique is based on L2 frame duplication using

server-based computer clusters. Each site was sending one

1.5-Gb/s stream and receiving two from the other sites

allowing for many to many streaming. This technique has

subsequently been used to support a number of digital
media showcases for conferences, workshops, collabora-

tive activities, and other specialized events.

Although this network uses IP addressing, all paths

avoid routers to ensure that large data streams can be

transported with high performance and high quality. To

achieve this performance and quality, various configuration

parameters along the paths must be addressed. For exam-

ple, standard maximum transmission unit (MTU) sizes are
inadequate to support these large flows sufficiently. An

IEEE standard Ethernet frame size is 1518 B, which in-

cludes the payload, L2 header, and frame check sequence

(FCS). Because this frame size does not adequately support

large-scale, long-duration flows, HPDMnet uses jumbo

frames, which are approximately 9000 B. Jumbo frames are

not actually part of an IEEE standard but are a convention,

initially suggested by designers and implementers of high-
performance networks supporting data-intensive science

research and then incorporated by manufacturers into

high-performance switches and network interface cards

(NICs). Because jumbo frames are not a standard there is

some variance among implementations. However, in gene-

ral, the 9000-B size is widely used, and it is important for

these types of networks to have jumbo frames end-to-end

on all paths. It is notable that as 40- and 100-Gb/s paths are
being implemented, discussions have begun about creating

a much larger frame size for these channels.

A typical end-system setup in HPDMnet is shown in

Fig. 7. This specific setup uses the open source scalable

adaptive graphics environment (SAGE) system that

supports visualization [61]. SAGE is a technology for

visualization of multiple high-definition video streams in a
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tiled screen. Each local lab in HPDMnet furthermore con-
nects to the HPDMnet cloud. The tiled display wall (here:

3 � 3) is used for visualization, where each display is

controlled by a single SAGE Receiver, a part of the SAGE

Receiver cluster. Every SAGE server is running a FreeSpace

Manager server responsible for the control of the whole

visualization system, as well as an application server with

the SAGE application interface library (SAIL) supporting

streaming via different applications to the receivers.
Finally, the SAGE user interface (UI) is used, which is a

user-friendly graphical tool for configuration of the visual-

ization parameters for the FreeSpace Manager. As previ-

ously mentioned, this kind of end system uses a Bgraphics

card[ that comprises a computer cluster (here: nine ma-

chines). Multiple and high-resolution images could not be

displayed on any single-display device, and therefore, tiled

displays are used. In the example shown in Fig. 7, four
individual streams are received, each capable of being dis-

played in foreground or background, and in various sizes.

When the number of streams increases, so do the

bandwidth and processing power, which raises the issue of

network utilization and end-system scalability. To address

the bandwidth- and end-system performance challenge,
the potential to implement a media composing middleware

was investigated, which, based on the receiver require-

ments, can compose multiple media streams into a single

stream for visualization [59], [62]. For instance, assume

that three streams are received, and the user would like to

see two of them in the foreground in high resolution,

and the third one in the background, in low resolution.

In this scenario, one could media-compose the two high-
resolution streams and transmit them together over

HPDMnet, and add the third stream through the

Internet. In [62], it was measured and showed that

while transmission of the two streams independently

would require two times the bandwidth of each stream, if

these streams are composed, based on the percentage of

overlap of the videos, the total bandwidth requirement

would decrease significantly. For only 25% of video
overlap, the bandwidth saving of 12% was already

measured, etc. Note that bandwidth savings in HPDMnet

were not in fact important for network resource

optimizations, since the network was mostly under-

utilized, but it had a large impact on end-system delay

Fig. 5. HPDMnet global networks topology.
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and processing. With networked media composition, the
end-system performance can better scale with the number

of streams visualized. In the future, a scenario is envi-

sioned, in which many media composers are distributed

throughout the network, and only streams chosen by users

are composed and transmitted in the desired quality.

V. HIGH-QUALITY REAL-TIME
CONSUMER VIDEO APPLICATIONS
OVER OPTICAL NETWORKS

With the increasing demand of HD multimedia content

and the emergence of 3-D media technology, delivering
media with quality assurances to end users is becoming

progressively bandwidth, processing, and memory inten-

sive [4], [63]. This evolution is much like the one that has

been experienced in science networks, as discussed in

Section IV. For instance, in a high action sports game,

audiences would like to have a comprehensive view of the

game to obtain a precise judgment on scores. In such

scenarios, recording an event with a multiview video
greatly enhances the visualization experience, which is one

of the critical factors in consumer video applications. Since

multiview video requires considerably larger bandwidth,

using optical networks for rich media transmission is
emerging as a viable solution to serve high-quality

consumer video applications.

In this section, we are mainly concerned with the

evolution of high-quality consumer video applications and

their potential deployment over optical networks. To this

end, we analyze the candidate optical network services

from the point of view of required capacity, scalability, and

real-time content delivery. Since consumer digital media
services are in their early stages of wider deployment over

optical networks, we discuss how media content can be

moved closer to the user, with the applications of optical

bypass between IP routers.

A. Optical Network Services for High-Quality
Consumer Media Applications

Optical networks have been already deployed for digi-

tal cinema distribution with demonstrated cost efficiency

and superb performance [64], [65]. In Japan, several movie
theaters have conducted a trial with 4-K digital cinema

distribution over optical networks, and demonstrated that

network-based digital cinema distribution is both cost effi-

cient and secure [66]–[68].

Fig. 6. An HPDMnet topology for L1 dynamic optical multicast demonstration that was staged for an international

supercomputer conference (Op SW is an Optical Switch; SW is an L2 switch).
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Optical burst switching (OBS) network is a good can-

didate to serve digital cinema applications, and bulk data

transfer in general, which typically requires a high capacity
connection for a specific time period, between a limited

number of known users and sources of content. Compared

to optical circuit-switched WDM network, OBS can

achieve better capacity utilization and a high degree of

statistical multiplexing while also accommodating the

bursty nature of media applications in an efficient fashion

[69], [70].

Optical circuit-switched WDM networks, on the other
hand, are best suited for more static connections. A typical

use case is the connection between video sources and a

production house, where statically preconfigured optical

networks can be used to support the high bandwidth needs

for video transmission from different video sources. For

extreme data rate requirements, coherent and parallel

transmission techniques at 100 Gb/s can be applied. As

previously mentioned, the main attractions of 100 G for
real-time SHD/UHD applications that require low jitter

and synchronization are not only the high bandwidth, but

also coherent transmission and parallelism.

Another important family of optical transmission and

switching techniques includes optical time division multi-

plexing (OTDM), and optical packet switching (OPS) and
optical slot switching (OSS).

OTDM is intended for the creation of optical multi-

plexed streams at speeds significantly in excess of the

maximum speed of electronics [70]. Similar to SONET/

SDH and OTN networks, which deploy the concepts of

virtual concatenation and inverse multiplexing, OTDM

can be used to transmit each view stream in an MVV se-

parately. Each MVV stream can either be encapsulated as
an individual OTDM stream, or decomposed and trans-

mitted in multiple OTDM streams. The latter relies on the

multiresolution encoding technique to encode high-

definition images in 3-D scenes or MVV scenes into

multiple objects with different resolutions and transfer

them in multiple streams [71]. An SHD/UHD video stream

can therefore be encoded into multiple streams and

transferred with multiple paths. All video streams must be
synchronized with the timing information embedded in

the videos captured from different cameras used together

as an MVV stream. When using OTDM for multiview

Fig. 7. A typical HPDMnet end-system configuration with tiled displays controlled by the SAGE software. This setup was used for an HPDMnet

any-cast demo at ACM Supercomputing in 2009, and the screenshots were taken from real traffic received at the TU Braunschweig from

Taiwan (Stream 1), Chicago (Stream 2), Amsterdam (Stream 3), and one local sender in Germany (Stream 4).
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video, since all the views are transmitted on the same
lightpath (wavelength), full synchronization between

individual streams can be maintained, since all the streams

experience the same transmission delay and attenuation.

OPS is the optical realization of its electronic counter-

part, and has unique capabilities to provide high band-

width, low latency, and fine granularity, which are

essential for rich digital media. OPS systems are still

difficult to implement because practical optical buffers are
not yet available. However, it has been shown that OPS

network services carry significant potential to serve the

real-time streaming in consumer video applications. The

recent paper by Kataoka et al. [72] presented a successful

field trial of 4-K uncompressed streaming over multicast-

capable 80-Gb/s OPS network using SOA-based

broadcast-and-select switch and stacked optical-code label

processing. OSS, on the other hand, has also been demon-
strated [73] as a new optical packet switching architecture

for HD contents transfer. In this architecture, the control

plane is separated from the data plane and provides the

signaling for the content delivery network, while the OSS

layer consists of a nanosecond-range fast optical switch

and a Ethernet/optical slot protocol converter.

To scale to a large number of end users, next-

generation media infrastructures will have to build on
technologies able to handle not only circuits but also time-

shared granularities in the optical domain [74], [75]. To

this end, not only hybrid node architectures have been

proposed [76]–[78], consisting of a parallel arrangement of

optical or electronic packet and circuit switches, but also

more flexible gridless arrangements are on the horizon

[79]. These new methods enable flexible allocation of

optical spectrum and are expected to be the next important
step in the evolution of optical networking towards rich

digital media services.

B. Moving Content Closer to the Users
Today, the delivery of real-time multimedia content

comprises three primary functions: media production/

composition, adaptation, and delivery. The high-quality

media production and composition function produces
multimedia content using one or more incoming video

feeds from different locations (e.g., different camera views

in a sporting event or dual camera view in a news report).

Specifically, the composition process requires operations

such as interlacing, overlaying, and merging, and uses raw,

uncompressed UHD media, which requires very high

processing power and storage facilities. The latter presents

a significant entry barrier into live, real-time UHD media
production and composition.

When the media content needs to be delivered to mul-

tiple end devices, it typically requires adaptation to differ-

ent formats [80]. This process may include adapting media

to 3-D or 2-D formats, change in resolution and frame size,

video quality or compression and encoding format to match

the user’s end devices and bandwidth. Note that media

adaptation must also support real-time processes to support
delivery of live content to the end users, which again

requires significant processing when considering the num-

ber of concurrent requests and the different end device and

network constraints. Currently, media adaptation is limited

to support a fixed number of end devices and encoding

formats, typically by preprocessing and storing digital

content. Most of the media adaptation happens at either the

transmitter (e.g., video source) or receiver (end-user
hosts). For UHD adaptation, on the other hand, the re-

quired high processing power is provided by large cluster

facilities owned by production houses of large content

producers.

After adaptation, content distribution networks

(CDNs) are typically deployed for media delivery, as inter-

mediaries between media content production companies

and end users. As mentioned in Section II, CDNs are dis-
tributed networks of storage and servers close to the edge

of the metropolitan or regional networks, and end users,

thus minimizing overall bandwidth cost [81]. The actual

multimedia content is delivered to the end users using

multicast over the traditional IP network infrastructure, or

alternatively, a static optical connection can be configured

for a high-end user, such as a large-screen viewing provider

of a major event. Note that over an IP layer, a unique
multicast tree is generated for each media adaptation

function (i.e., each supported end device).

It should be noted that among the media functions of

production, composition, adaptation, and delivery dis-

cussed above, only Bdelivery to the end user[ has success-

fully deployed advanced networking solutions, e.g., CDNs.

Indeed, in UHD applications, such as digital cinema, tra-

ditional postal services and not networks are often used to
Bdeliver[ large storage discs between media composition

and adaptation sites, and to the movie theaters. This is

where optical networks can play an important role in the

future.

Fig. 8 depicts the possible influx of optical networking

into the existing media delivery platforms. For easier un-

derstanding, we simplify the representation of media flows

from content creators (video sources) to end users (media
consumers). We show that video from multiple sources to

be used for production and composition can be delivered to

the Bproduction house in the cloud[ by using configurable

optical networks to support the high bandwidth needs. The

production functions can be deployed dynamically, by

using cloud computing services [83]. Similarly, the

composition/production, adaption, and delivery functions

can use optical networks for their interconnections.
Optical networks can also provide significant advan-

tages to media delivery to end users. As shown in Fig. 8,

the delivery functions can be Bmoved[ closer to the users,

by dynamically setting up connections in the optical

layer, which bypass the IP routers otherwise traversed [82];

see dashed lines between the edge routers. In this way, we

can significantly reduce the bandwidth consumed in the IP
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network infrastructure, and as a consequence serve a larger

customer base, with improved user experience. In addition,

localization of CDN operations can be dynamically

changed, thus significantly decreasing the strain on the

network infrastructure.

VI. SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK

In this paper, we discussed the evolution of optical

networks from foundational data transport utilities and

infrastructure to true enablers of next-generation applica-

tions and facilities, especially rich digital media services.

The paper described the recent achievements of optical

networking in various segments, from the network core to

aggregation and access sites, to edge devices. We focused

on a few distinctive areas of broad impact of optical
network technologies related specifically to rich media

services: high-resolution scientific visualization and high-

quality real-time consumer video applications.

It is not difficult to predict some key aspects of future

optical networks, as they transition from supporting mil-

lions of small data flows to the foundation of complex

digital media centric environments. For example, the need

for increasingly larger capacity at all levels has been, re-

mains today, and will be a very long-term trend. The inno-

vations in optical switching and transmission will also

continue. Of all of the trends, perhaps the most significant

are those that will further enable optical network services
and infrastructure to be highly programmable, allowing

new services to be added, enhanced, and reconfigured in-

stantaneously and dynamically. A wide range of new prog-

rammability and virtualization capabilities are enabling

close integration of networks with other types of resources,

including computing and storage systems, instruments, and

sensors. It is envisioned that in the near future, the evolu-

tion of optical networking toward rich digital media ser-
vices will also be closely integrated with the rapidly evolving

cloud-based media services, which are expected to be trans-

formative to scalable multimedia processing and delivery.

Thus far, the pioneering rich digital media applications

for optical technologies have primarily been those de-

signed for scientific research. High-quality, real-time

media production and distribution are now emerging and

becoming democratized, as they migrate from being based
on expensive capabilities owned and managed by a few

large organizations to being based on common, inexpensive

Fig. 8. Media flow functions in the cloud: composition, adaptation, delivery, and increasingly many new capabilities with

combined optical/IP network connectivity and optical bypass (dashed line).
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ubiquitous resources that anyone can use. However, this is
just the beginning. Engineering design, architectural

modeling, medical procedures, and crisis response are

just a few examples of many emerging rich digital media

services and applications that will challenge and take

advantage of further great optical networking advances. h
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